
What are Sustainable
Landscapes?

Sustainable Landscapes are a form of landscaping
that brings harmony between man-made
environments and natural surroundings. This
type of landscaping allows for the natural
surrounding habitats to be preserved, as well as
allows for the landowner to work on increasing
energy efficiency. 
 

At its foundation, Sustainable Landscapes
encompass four primary principles behind every
design. First is the treatment of water as a
valuable resource. Second is the value of soil to
allow for better plant health. Third is the
preservation of existing plants to maintain
healthy established habitats. Fourth is to assist in
all conservation attempts.
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Benefits

Providing cleaner air and water
Increasing energy efficiency
Preserving and/or restoring habitats
Conserving water
Protecting native plants and animals
Utilizing green waste 
Supporting locally established ecosystems
Establishing more low maintenance gardens
Reducing toxicity introduced to our natural
environment
Reducing utility costs for homes and
businesses

Benefits of Sustainable Landscapes are abundant. A few
primary benefits include:



Interactive planning and design 
Construction crews to complete
projects
Landscape Designers to create your
personalized Sustainable Landscapes
Specially trained landscaping crews to
help maintain your Sustainable
Landscapes

SLO is a team of highly trained professionals with
over 25 years of experience. SLO has made it their
mission to help the community in creating Sustainable
Landscapes to help preserve our land and the
Chesapeake Bay.  

SLO provides all  of the resources you need to keep
your Sustainable Landscapes looking and operating at
its peak functionality. This includes:

Sustainable Landscapes continued... 

How can SLO help?Maintenance

Routine watering will need to take place at
appropriate intervals depending on the
plants
Monitoring erosion areas and replacing
items
Routine weeding of invasive plants to
maintain overall Sustainable Landscapes and
ecosystem health
Seasonal maintenance will need to be
performed depending on the type of
vegetation and size of Sustainable
Landscapes. To include

Adding reinforcement plants
Pruning dead spots
Removing excess leaves
Stabilize bare areas
Removing accumulated sediment
Remove invasive plants or
dead/diseased plants

Maintenance Level: Varies 
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